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National Lottery funding for places of worship

Thank you for writing to my Chief Executive, Ros Kerslake on behalf of Mr John Mills(Hon
Secretary and Trustee - Devon Historic Churches Trust). As a former Parliamentarian I know
how important faith groups, and the buildings they use are to you and your constituents, and so
I wanted to respond to you personally.

Mr Mills has raised similar queries via other avenues as well, and so we thought that it would be
best to discuss his concerns and comments with him and his Trust directly. We will be writing
to him separately.

In the meantime, I would also like to take this opportunity to offer you some assurance of our

commitment to the funding of places of worship. I hope that this information may be useful in
the eventuality that you are contacted on the same topic by others.

We have invested over £850 million raised by the National Lottery in places of worship since

1994. We are immensely proud of what this has achieved in terms of ensuring that the building
fabric is in better condition but also that people have greater access to and involvement with
these superb buildings, helping secure them for future generations. For this National Lottery

players deserve our sincere gratitude. But congregations have been telling us they want to
access our funding more easily so we are implementing some changes - there is no reason this
should alarm potential applicants.

We are not scrapping grants for places of worship, but rather merging them into existing open

programmes. As we do this we will ensure that places of worship receive the same proportion of

our funding - in 2017-18 we have earmarked £20m specifically for place of worship projects
across the UK. We will be making applications significantly less onerous for grants up to

£100,000 and will offer places of worship more flexibility and scope in terms of what they can
apply for. We will also provide support and guidance for the new process- all of which we
believe will enhance the sustainability of the places of worship themselves. Larger grants will
still be available to individual places of worship where more significant schemes of repair are
needed.
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